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    Uncover key insights on the latest market trends and  
how to exploit new opportunities with presentations 
from Saudi Aramco and Galana Petroleum 

    Enhance process management and develop automation to 
enhance efficiency and reduce cost with case studies from  
Gulf Petrochem and Shell

    Understand the latest regulatory directives and maximise safety by 
benchmarking with ENOC, GPCA and Horizon Terminals  

    Maximise capacity and respond effectively to growing demand with key 
insights from Port of Salalah, StolthavenTerminals
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We are delighted that Tank Storage Forum: MEA is coming to the Middle East 
bringing all the region’s tank storage leaders. We look forward to participating.

Peter ford, CEO, Port of Salalah“ ”
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Tank Storage Forum creates and delivers large-scale business and content led events for the global tank storage industry. Responding 
to industry demand for dedicated strategic conferences for tank storage professionals, our dedicated Advisory Boards are the catalyst to 
understanding specific challenges that you and your partners are facing. We deliver this in-depth commercial, technical and operational 
content through innovative event formats to foster networking and the exchange of information and ideas, to bring the industry forward. 

 • Our speakers are the oil and chemical companies, traders, ports and tank terminal operators at the forefront of the industry’s biggest 
  projects, offering insights and networking opportunities unavailable elsewhere.

 • Our sponsors are the industry’s major ports, tank terminal operators, contractors and suppliers, showcasing the latest strategies,  
  opportunities and the innovations that are shaping the future of the industry. 

 •	Our	audience is a hand picked group of over 350 of the industry’s leading innovators from the industry’s biggest players, offering  
  intimate, high-level networking opportunities with decision makers.

We’re a global company focusing on the most exciting and dynamic regions, bringing together the decision makers from the industry’s leading 
companies to do business and shape the future of tank storage in the world’s fastest growing markets.

Our advisers tell us that demand for storage services and products in the Middle East and Africa continues to increase and capacity is 
continually expanding. This unique growth creates complex and dynamic challenges and opportunities for tank storage professionals in the 
region. Responding to these challenges effectively to meet demand and exploit the growth opportunoties is crucial in positioning the region 
as a storage hub. 

Tank Storage Forum: MEA 2013 has been specially developed in collaboration with our expert Advisory Board including representatives 
from ENOC, DP World, ADPC, Vopak, Stolthaven and VTTI, to provide a dedicated strategic and technical platform to address these key 
issues and allow tank storage professionals in the region to share best practice. 

Our advisers are carefully selected via personal recommendations and detailed research to help set the agenda, select the speakers, refine 
the format and advise on attendee profiles. They ensure that the content is customer led and independent, providing us with ideas for 
speakers, case studies, sponsors and regional partners. 

With such strong collaboration and support, this is the definitive forum for the region’s leading oil and chemical companies, ports, tank 
terminal operators, integrators and suppliers to network and develop business relationships. It will attract over 350 experts from across the 
Middle East and Africa, over 50 exhibitors to move the industry forward and capatalise on these growth opportunities! Do not miss it!
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Advisory Board members include
The quality of Tank Storage Forum events is enhanced and guaranteed by collaborating 
with key individuals and organisations from across the industry on event specific 
Advisory Boards. Working with major ports, terminal operators, and end–users ensures 
that the content is customer led and independent. The industry’s leading contractors 
and suppliers establish a solutions-based approach to the key challenges in the market. 

Our specialised Advisory Boards, made up of the most respected leaders and 
innovators, meet twice a year and constantly provide us with new content, speakers 
and sponsors. Collaborating with the industry verifies that we create the events that the 
address the most pressing themes.

Tank Storage Forum delivers specialised content in creative ways. We select the best 
venues, in the world’s major cities and invest in delivering professional presentations 
and onsite experience. The open round table format maximises information sharing 
and stimulates group conversations. Dedicated networking time is scheduled to 
increase interactions and promote knowledge sharing and business development 
opportunities.  

To maximize audience involvement, we restrict the use of slide-show presentations 
and incorporate audience polls, panel sessions, breakouts and round table sessions, 
all led by specialist facilitators. This creates a hands–on learning environment, 
ensuring practical takeaways to profit your business.

Relationships with industry leaders

Thought-provoking delivery

Highly focused conference agendas feature the industry’s most senior figures. Our 
speakers are the market’s foremost innovators, bringing extensive strategic and 
commercial expertise to bear. Tank Storage Forum events also feature technical case 
studies and insights on the region’s most important projects offering attendees practical 
take-aways that will instantly profit your business. 

In addition, our team delivers focused content, from exclusive speaker interviews and 
case studies to a monthly newsletter. We also facilitating online communities to
promote networking and share insights all year round.

Specialised content

vision and aims of Tank Storage forum

A great chance to discuss many 

important themes about the future of 

the industry. The roundtable sessions 

were especially good.
Seizo Sato

“
”

 Why bring the event to the Middle East?
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“ Tank Storage Forum: MEA 2013 comes at a good time to the UAE and the whole region 
with a great deal of investment and operations currently taking place in product storage and 
movement. The agenda is fantastic, balancing between investment, operational, strategic 
and EHS topics and issues. We look forward to participating and meeting many other 
leaders at the event.”

“ We welcome the valuable Tank Storage Forum: MEA 2013 event, which is being held during 
this exciting phase of expansion in tank storage capacity by GPS CHEMOIL and the region 
more broadly. GPS CHEMOIL’s Phase IV Storage Terminal of 580,000 cbm is expected to be 
commissioned in January 2013. This will increase the company’s oil storage capacity six fold 
- from existing 95,000 cbm to 675,000 cbm. We look forward to sharing these challenges at 
the event with other leading figures in the industry.”

Peter ford
CEO, Port of Salalah

“ We are delighted that Tank Storage Forum: MEA is coming to the Middle East bringing 
all of the region’s tank storage leaders together. Port of Salalah is quadrupling its liquid 
bulk capacity in the next few months and we are looking forward to the opportunity 
to share what we are building and the opportunities that are about to arrive with this 
market. We look forward to participating”

Kanwar Ratra
CEO, Galana Petroleum

“ It is refreshing to see Tank Storage Forum take such a detailed and thorough approach 
in creating a programme to meet the region’s needs. We look forward to being a part of 
this valuable project.”

Endorsed by the industry

Sponsors

Partners

Endress+Hauser is a global leader in measurement instrumentation, services and solutions for industrial process 
engineering. In 2011, the Group generated net sales of 1.5 billion euros. Endress+Hauser provides sensors, 
instruments, systems and services for level, flow, pressure and temperature measurement as well as analytics and data 
acquisition. The company supports customers with solutions and services in automation engineering, logistics and 
information technology. Our products set standards in quality and technology.

Emerson’s Rosemount Tank Gauging business unit is the global market leader in inventory management solutions for 
bulk liquid storage facilities. Key applications include custody transfer, inventory assessment and/or operational control 
of tank farms at refineries and terminals. Emerson’s unique expertise based on 30+ years of experience can help you 
increase your efficiency and accuracy while at the same time reduce your costs and risk for overfill. 
Visit www.rosemount-tg.com to find out how Emerson can help you improve your bottom-line.

Port of Salalah is a world class transshipment hub in the West Central Asia Region. Situated right at the major East-
West shipping lanes, Salalah enjoys an attractive strategic location in the heart of the Indian Ocean Rim and caters to 
some of the world’s largest ocean going vessels.

We’re not just Saudi Arabia’s national oil company – we’re also a fully integrated, global petroleum enterprise and a 
world leader in exploration, production, refining, distribution, shipping and marketing. 
We manage the world’s largest proven crude oil reserves of 260.1 billion barrels and the world’s fourth-largest gas 
reserves, with 279 trillion cubic feet. With headquarters in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, we also have offices in North 
America, Europe and the Far East.

ENOC is effectively wholly owned by the Investment Corporation of Dubai (“ICD”), an entity wholly owned by the 
Government of Dubai. Since its establishment in 1993, ENOC has made significant progress in meeting its overall 
objectives and currently predicates in an increasingly broad range of business ventures. ENOC’s first subsidiary 
commenced operations way back in 1973. ENOC owns directly and indirectly more than twenty subsidiaries.

Stolthaven’s global network of terminals provides high quality storage and distribution services to customers worldwide. 
Our state-of-the-art terminals complement the capabilities of both Stolt Tankers and Stolt Tank Containers. These close 
relationships enable us to provide its customers with integrated transportation solutions that reduce costs and increase 
operating efficiencies, all within an environment of assured quality, safety and environmental protection.

Horizon Terminals Limited (HTL) was incorporated in 2003 as a limited liability company in Bahamas. The current 
authorized share capital is US$200 million. HTL is wholly owned by ENOC Group, a company owned by The 
Government of Dubai. With an increase in demand in the bulk liquid terminalling business, Emirates National Oil Co. LL 
(ENOC) created HTL in order to consolidate its existing terminalling investments, and expand the business globally

vopak Horizon fujairah Limited Established in 1998 caters to blending, break-bulk and consolidation of petroleum 
products. Strategically located at the mouth of the Strait of Hormuz on the eastern side of United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
outside the Gulf, Vopak Horizon Fujairah is the leading storage and handling service provider for petroleum products in 
Fujairah. The storage capacity of the terminal adds up to 2.1 million m3 and the terminal operates a total of 6 berths 
and one Single Point Mooring, capable of handling up to 175,000 SWT (Suezmax) vessels.

Other supporters and media partners

Waddah Ghanem
Chief Environment, Health, Safety and Quality Compliance Officer, ENOC

Tarun Arora
General Manager, GPS Chemoil

Omar Al-Badour
Terminal Manager, National Trading and Investment  (Al-Sayegh Group)

“ It is a pleasure for us that Tank Storage Forum 2013 will be held in the MEA region.  The event will 
give the bulk liquid storage industry a great opportunity to discuss the key challenges and do further 
research on the issues being faced in the region and meet all the key leaders. Aqaba Port will start 
in the near future to expand and  build new terminals for loading and off-loading the petroleum and 
chemical products, so the show will be good opportunity to explain all aspects related to these exciting 
new projects.We expect that the construction and expansion of new terminals will lead to doubling the 
handling of products we can accommodate. I believe that  event will create great opportunities to develop 
and improve our knowledge of the bulk liquid storage industry to meet our needs.”
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“
”

The execution was flawless and 

attendance was great. A great success 

for all who attended, I would not hesitate 

in participating again as a sponsor.  

    Olivier Andre

“

As a sponsor and as a delegates, the event team met our expections and 

gave us the quality and attention that a customer expects. A job well done.

      Cees van Der Moolen

Thank you for putting on a great forum. I found the round table 

discussions particularly enlightening. And many of the speakers 

gave information that was of particular interest to me. 

Danielle Morales

”

“

I was impressed with the organisation and quality of the conference.  

It was well attended and by a good cross-section of experts. Well done.

David Briginshaw

I think the conference was very interesting, 

and the topics treated were very helpful for us.

Humberto Estrada

”

I enjoyed the conference very much, 

excellent networking opportunities. 
Martin Paget

“ ” “ ”

A very interesting exposure to a 

wide range of topics from a very 

knowledgeable group of people.

Phil McQueen 

“
”

“ ”



CALL US
Please mention PRESALE TSM in the subject line

 +44 (0)20 7045 0900
marketing@tankstorageforum.com

EMAIL  US

DISCOUNTS
If your company is partnering or speaking you will be eligible for a 10% 
discount please contact Jaspreet to obtain your personal code at  
jaspreet.mann@tankstorageforum.com

BENEfITS Of ATTENDING AS A GROUP
Take advantage of our technical and strategic streams, breakouts and 
interactive roundtables by bringing your whole team! Buy 3 passes and 
get the 4th pass completely free! Additional options available for larger 
groups, please email marketing@tankstorageforum.com
The high level technical and strategic content, cross-functional attendee 
profile and unique breakout sessions makes Tank Storage Forum: MEA, 
the ideal event for your whole team to develop their industry knowledge 
and build new business partnerships. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Payment: Payment must be received no later than 14 days from the date 
of invoice. Registrations received within 42 days of the event must be 
paid immediately by credit card or bank transfer. Delegates who have not 
paid their fees in advance may be refused admission. Any bank transfers 
or cheque payments need to be paid within 14 days of the date of the 
registration.
Substitutions / Cancellations: Any cancellations must be received in 
writing at least 42 days prior to the event. A cancellation fee of £500 will 
be payable on all cancellations received by this date. After this date, we 
regret that no cancellations can be accepted, and registering companies 
will be liable for 100% of the registration fee. A substitute delegate may 
be named at no extra charge.

PAyMENTS
Option 1: I would like to pay by card
Paying by credit card is the best way to guarantee your place,  
and the only option after March 18, 2013. To pay by card, call us at 
+44(0)20 7045 0903 to book over the phone or go online at  
www.tankstorageforum-mea.com. 

Option 2: I enclose a cheque payment
Cheques should be drawn on a UK bank and made payable to:
Tank Storage Forum, a trading name of 
Global Transport Forum Ltd

Option 3: Paying by bank transfer, please invoice me. 
This option is not available after March 18th. Registration fees are net of 
bank charges. If paying by international bank transfer, ensure that your 
company pays both the sender’s and receiver’s bank charges. 

IMPORTANT: In order for us to track your payment and confirm you, 
please reference the bank transfer with TSM and the last name of your 
booking.
Bank: HSBC Bank, 88 The Broadway, London N10 3RX
Account Name: Global Transport Forum LTD Trading as  
Tank Storage Forum LTD 
Sort code: 40-04-37
Account Number: 51630148
BIC: MIDLGB2141K
IBAN: GB29 MIDL 4004 3751 630 148

Standard Pricing Onsite

full Conference Experience £2,395 £2,595

2 Days Only £1,995 £2,195

SAvE UP 
TO £600!

3rd Floor, Petersham House    
57A Hatton Garden
London, EC1N 8JG        
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